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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Technologies to Enhance Observation, Documentation, and Training for Driving Under the Influence of Drugs Enforcement

This report offers an overview of the technology landscape for tools to advance justice in law enforcement investigation of driving under the influence of drugs (DUID) cases. The report leverages interviews with law enforcement, prosecutors, and product developers. Readers are provided with an overview of emerging technologies that may improve consistency for officers in field observation, documentation, and testimony associated with DUID cases. Products and services that help officers more consistently observe and document individuals who may be DUID may address some of the challenges and complexities often associated with these cases. The intended audience includes law enforcement leaders, technical specialists within law enforcement agencies, prosecutors, policymakers, and product developers who are considering the DUID issue and how technology might help (or not). Additionally, this report can serve as a tool for legal professionals to better understand some of the technical and procedural aspects that are specific to DUID cases.

This report is organized to consider the technologies that are driving digital transformation globally: computing, connectivity, and artificial intelligence (AI). It focuses on officers’ need to consistently observe, assess, and document situations involving individuals suspected of DUID. This report augments a related landscape study on physical and cognitive screening products to assess impairment and screening products to determine the presence of drugs in oral fluid, breath, or sweat. Both documents collectively provide law enforcement agencies with emerging and currently available products and services that have potential applications for drug-related impaired driving cases. This report provides a higher-level technology-based perspective to consider how law enforcement might benefit from advances in hardware and software for DUID investigations. These advances may enable improved real-time communication and immersive learning.

Criminal Justice Testing and Evaluation Consortium (CJTEC)

CJTEC is a program of the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), which uses research-based methodologies to enhance the capabilities of law enforcement, courts, and corrections agencies. As a consortium, CJTEC leverages expertise from varied criminal justice community stakeholders to understand and test technologies and practices in a variety of NIJ’s research areas.

RTI International

RTI International is an independent, nonprofit research institute dedicated to improving the human condition. Clients rely on us to answer questions that demand an objective and multidisciplinary approach—one that integrates expertise across the social and laboratory sciences, engineering, and international development. We believe in the promise of science, and we are inspired every day to deliver on that promise for the good of people, communities, and businesses around the world. For more information, visit www.rti.org.

RTI International leads CJTEC. CJTEC leverages RTI’s expertise in criminal justice, forensic science, innovation, technology application, economics, data analytics, statistics, program evaluation, public health, and information science.
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Increased adoption of technologies, driven by the world’s “digital transformation,” is lowering costs and expanding access to products and services that may help address the challenges and complexities associated with DUID cases.

In situations involving suspected DUID, law enforcement must follow a set of state law and agency policies and procedures that establish the legal justification for law enforcement to initially stop a vehicle, assess whether an individual is potentially impaired, and investigate further to determine if the driver may be under the influence of drugs. Historically, law enforcement has developed skills to assess potential drug impairment through the completion of specialized training programs: standardized field sobriety tests (SFSTs), Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE), and drug recognition expert (DRE) programs. However, as the prevalence and complexity of DUID incidents grow, so too does the demand for the time and resources on local law enforcement agencies and individual officers, who may find it challenging to take several hours or more than 1 day off to attend these DUID training programs.

Investigations of DUID are shrouded in complexity and constrained by limited resources; thus, many officers face challenges in gathering, investigating, and presenting reliable and valid evidence in DUID cases. The overall purpose of this report is to provide stakeholders, including funding agencies, law enforcement agencies, and product developers, with insights to foster innovative thinking that leverages emerging technologies to enhance DUID evidence-gathering processes and investigative outcomes.

Technologies on the market today in use broadly beyond criminal justice may enhance DUID investigative outcomes by augmenting officers’ ability to learn, observe, assess, decide, document, arrest, test, and testify. Products such as cameras and recorders, enabled by algorithms and AI, can augment officers’ eyes, ears, memory, and judgment for evidence gathering. Similarly, real-time communication technologies, such as computer-aided dispatch (CAD), exist to enhance officers’ connection to support. This technology makes it possible for other officers to view a situation in real time and offer support remotely. In addition, immersive learning products and services related to virtual (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are available that can help enhance officers’ situational awareness through training that builds experience and empathy. As outlined in Figure 1, technology can increase and sharpen officers’ abilities and skills in DUID cases, from initial observation to evidence gathering to testimony in court; however, some technologies, products, and services still have barriers to adoption.

This report builds forward from NIJ’s Criminal Justice Requirements and Resources Consortium meeting (and subsequent report), facilitated by RTI and the RAND Corporation, toward technology-based solutions for DUID investigations. This report aims to augment the preceding CJTEC landscape study of field-portable DUID screening products with an overview of emerging technologies, products, and services in the DUID process both preceding and after the “arrest and test” stage.

---

2. These situations may require officer assessment of illegal drug use, possession, or impairment.
Executive Summary

The point of the report is to consider how emerging technologies might enhance officers' capabilities in DUlD-related circumstances. The topic is complex; thus, this report has limitations. Materials identified, reviewed, and shared are not fully comprehensive. Product examples are used to highlight current technologies and products and are not exhaustive, but instead are intended as only illustrative. Technology evolution will quickly make these specific products “out of date,” but the broader needs of officers and the potential for technological support will likely be relevant for some time because of the complexities and needs for further research and evaluations prior to widespread adoption by law enforcement.

Technology May Continue to Improve Officers’ Abilities in DUlD Situations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Officers’ “Job” for DUlD</th>
<th>Officers’ “Tools” Today</th>
<th>Dispatch and DRE Support Today</th>
<th>Technology-Enabled Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learn</strong></td>
<td>Classroom, field-based, and online training</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immersive learning using VR and AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observe/Sense</strong></td>
<td>Eyes/ears/cameras with low-light and high-speed imaging</td>
<td>Via computer, phone, radio, and cameras</td>
<td>Real-time analysis of dash and body camera audio and video Virtual and automated DRE support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assess/Analyze</strong></td>
<td>Experience and training</td>
<td>Via DRE on the roadside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decide</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Document</strong></td>
<td>Manual notes and recordings</td>
<td>Cameras, recorders, pen/paper</td>
<td>Smart voice services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Arrest and Test**

Details in CJTEC’s Landscape Study of Field-Portable DUlD Screening Products

**Testify**

Manually review notes and recordings using case management software Classroom training Immersive training to prepare officers for credible testimony Auto preparation of case file and document routing

**Figure 1:** Emerging products may enhance officers’ DUlD observation, decisions, and documentation. This report builds on recent efforts to address the complexity of DUlD investigations and draws on the opinions of existing users and experts and information about emerging technologies, products, and services.
Landscape Research Methodology

To conduct this study, CJTEC used an iterative process, including the following steps:

1. Participated in NIJ’s Criminal Justice Requirements and Resources Consortium meeting on DUID and considered technology-related needs. Following the meeting, CJTEC considered the topic with NIJ and built forward with additional interviews with meeting organizers and key stakeholders.

2. Scanned extant literature:
   - Leveraged professional library services to identify key resources and consulted sources, such as National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) literature; SFST, ARIDE, and DRE training manuals from IACP; and other research publications. Sources are cited throughout the document as footnotes and in the Resources section.

3. Scanned market:
   - Used both secondary and primary research methods to identify technologies and products of interest. Specifically researched relevant technologies and products based on feedback from expert interviews. Considered technology and market knowledge from both the commercial and defense markets, including adjacent applications like gaming, social networks, remote monitoring, and Internet of Things–based services. The search methods may not be comprehensive and/or exhaustive. Product example are intended to be illustrative and do not indicate any endorsement from CJTEC. The market scan was augmented by interviewing experts and practitioners including law enforcement, prosecutors, as well as product developers to discuss current impairment assessment techniques with experts, including DREs and other law enforcement stakeholders. The scan provided stakeholder viewpoints and insights on the status of adoption for new products that assist in screening for impairment, documentation, observation, and training. Interviews were structured, but flexible based on subject matter expertise and the area the research team was investigating.

4. Consolidated and synthesized information:
   - Consolidated research to highlight findings for both technologies and products capable of supporting field operations and training for officers during a DUID investigation. This information was synthesized to provide key insights and supporting examples of new and emerging products related to DUID investigations today and in the future.

Because the report is not a market scan and is intended to “inform and inspire,” it is not comprehensive, and may not be generalizable. The report informs about the status of DUID investigations today, as well as presents a future for the law enforcement community and product developers to consider.
Key Findings

As widely recognized by the criminal justice community, DUID cases are inherently complex and challenging across all phases of a DUID investigation: from initial officer observation to the documentation of findings and testimony in court. Global technology development trends offer opportunities for enhancing law enforcement capabilities in conducting such investigations, not only through improved capabilities in observation and documentation, but also in training officers to handle DUID cases. The global technology trends of most relevance to improving DUID investigations are generally related to what is commonly referred to as the “digital transformation” of society via device mobility, connectivity, storage, and AI.

Potential next-generation products and services that may improve DUID outcomes include:

- Immersive learning experiences via AR and VR, which can enable broader accessibility and more consistent training.
- High-speed/bandwidth cellular and wireless connectivity and communications for real-time observational capabilities and support of the officer in the field, including decision support and documentation of events.

While the opportunities for improving DUID investigations are significant and ever-increasing as the broader global technology developments continue at a rapid pace, there are a range of barriers to adoption by the law enforcement community. Because most of these digital products or services have not been developed or evaluated specifically for law enforcement or DUID, there are needs for research, development, and evaluation of these new capabilities for this target application.

Despite advancements in digital technologies, there are limited product offerings specific to law enforcement, further delaying potential improvements for DUID observation, documentation, and training.

CJTEC would like to remind decision-makers who are considering these new technologies that, for many, there is limited application and associated experience in law enforcement. There are benefits and risks of being an early adopter. On the positive side, early adoption enables progress and potential gains; however, it also means dealing with new product development glitches that may be solved for later adopters. There are trade-offs when adopting new technologies. Waiting can pay off because over time the development of products, systems, and standards (even beyond criminal justice) brings improvements and makes adoption less risky. However, early adoption can accelerate improvement and associated benefits.

---

6. Untested technology could potentially undermine or weaken the corresponding DUID case.
CONTEXT

DUID incidents present a growing challenge for law enforcement and other criminal justice community stakeholders. Product developers and service providers are leveraging emerging digital transformation technologies and developing innovative products and services that may assist observation (situational awareness), documentation, and training. NIJ’s CJTEC produced this report to help agencies understand these emerging technologies and products that may address these key needs. This report is the second in a series related to DUID. The first report focused on emerging products to detect impairment, including physical manifestations (e.g., nystagmus) and chemical detection in oral fluid, sweat, and breath, to support officers who are conducting these assessments roadside.²

Figure 2: From legislation and funding to product development to enhance law enforcement’s capabilities on the roadside and in court, DUID cases touch the complete justice ecosystem.

Driving while impaired is a significant, growing public safety issue in the U.S.

Driving while impaired from any drugs, whether these drugs are licit or illicit, is a criminal offense. According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 12.6 million Americans drove under the influence of illicit drugs in 2018.\(^9\)\(^10\) An NHTSA roadside survey found 20% of weekend nighttime drivers tested positive for at least one potentially impairing drug in 2013–2014.\(^9\)\(^10\) The incidents of DUID could increase as more states decriminalize or legalize some forms of cannabis.\(^11\) There is limited research linking drug use, driving performance, and crash risk.\(^12\) More recently, Oregon voted to decriminalize small amounts of drugs, including heroin and cocaine, which could be a contributing factor to a future increase in drug-impaired driving incidents.\(^13\)

Standards do not exist that establish impairment based on a certain amount of drugs in an individual’s system.

Unlike with alcohol, for which, in most states, a driver is considered to be legally impaired if their blood alcohol concentration is 0.08 g/L or higher, only a few states have a “per se” statute regarding potential impairment from cannabis or other substances. Other states have adopted a “zero tolerance” policy, in which any detectable level of cannabis or other specified substances is evidence of potential impairment.\(^14\)\(^15\) Although the national standards that have been implemented for alcohol-impaired driving can be used to establish probable cause to arrest an individual, identify proof through testing, and document evidence for use in court, a similar standard does not exist for other types of drug-impaired driving. A further complicating factor is that because people react differently to drugs, signs of visible impairment may look different across individuals.\(^16\)\(^17\)\(^18\)

DUID cases necessitate specialized training of law enforcement officers.

ARIDE and DRE are the advanced training programs that build on the impaired driving assessment skills taught in the SFST program. ARIDE and DRE offer more intensive, specialized training, which further develops officers’ ability to skillfully understand and recognize the signs and symptoms of drivers who are impaired by substances other than alcohol. Trainees of the DRE program use a 12-step process (see Figure 3) and often conduct tests related to drug impairment post-arrest. This assessment of nonalcohol-related impairment typically occurs after alcohol-related impairment has been ruled out, due to a low or zero reading from a breath alcohol device reading or from other existing evidence that suggests potential drug-related impairment. Although DREs, the

---

10. Testing positive does not necessarily indicate impairment.
15. Five states have per se laws in effect for one or more drugs. Sixteen states have zero tolerance laws in effect for one or more drugs. Governors Highway Safety Association. (2020). Drug-impaired driving. Retrieved from https://www.ghsa.org/state-laws/issues/drug%20impaired%20driving: Per se laws beyond alcohol do not yet have the necessary scientific basis to correlate drug level and driving behavior.
18. Beyond individual reactions to specific drugs, there are hundreds of drugs with vastly different effects on the body. Poly-drug use may further complicate DUID investigations.
most highly trained officers in the area of drug-related impairment, and ARIDE-trained officers can play an important role in gathering evidence to support a DUID case, these highly skilled officers are limited in number. At the end of 2019, there were only 9,878 DREs in the United States, making up only 1% of total law enforcement officials across state, city, sheriff, and other law enforcement agencies.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, many DREs are law enforcement officers seeking advancement and therefore tend to move to higher ranks in the agency, creating turnover and the need to train replacements, but also building advocacy for advanced training. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of certified DREs has dropped by as much as 25% because of the inability to certify/recertify individuals.\textsuperscript{20} To maintain this credential, DREs must successfully complete recertification requirements every 2 years.

**Figure 3:** DUID investigations benefit from officers who use systematic approaches based on training, like the DRE 12-step process; there is the potential to augment officers’ capabilities with technology-based solutions in the near future.

### DUID Investigations Today

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12-Step Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) Protocol</th>
<th>Potential Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Breath Alcohol Test</td>
<td>Next generation technology to support the officer in the field may enhance observation, communication, decisions, and documentation for all cases, including DUID. This may improve greater consistency in DUID investigations. Advancements in digital technologies are driving forward communication, data capture and analysis, and training tools that can be leveraged by law enforcement to enhance DUID outcomes. As these products and services emerge and are adopted there is the potential for broader and more consistent training, communication, evidence gathering, and testimony. New training technology can streamline training for officers by lowering costs of training, improving teaching materials and learning outcomes, and enabling scaling without the costs associated with training more trainers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Interview of the Arresting Officer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Preliminary Examination and 1st Pulse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Eye Examinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Divided Attention Tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Vital Signs and 2nd Pulse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Dark Room Examination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Check for Muscle Tone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Check for Injection Sites and 3rd Pulse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Interview, Statements, and Observations of Subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Opinion of Evaluator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Toxicological Examinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{20} From interview with Kyle Clark (IACP DRE PM).


DUID cases are complex, and it is critical law enforcement officers consistently follow processes and procedures with accurate documentation for fair adjudication.

DUID cases are difficult to investigate and successfully prosecute because there is no established link between a specific quantity or level of a drug in an individual's system and actual impairment. The investigation and prosecution of a drug-impaired driving case is more complex than the investigation and prosecution of an alcohol-related impaired driving case. Officers are faced with the difficult task of establishing that an individual is impaired and that the impairment is due to using a drug. Law enforcement officers play a key role in DUID investigations and thus have many "jobs to be done" throughout the process of observing a potential offense through fair adjudication of a case. As illustrated in Figure 4, officers need to recognize patterns of DUID; make real-time decisions about whether to make contact with the suspect; and, if they do, consider and document potential impairment while interacting with the driver. Consistent practices for interacting with suspects and accurately documenting the interaction are critical to fair adjudication and to the ability of officers’ evidence and in-court testimony to help contribute to a successful DUID prosecution. Pre-arrest screening, and confirmatory testing, for the presence of drugs in an individual’s oral fluid, breath, or sweat is offered in the CJTEC companion report.

Figure 4: Officers’ tasks in DUID cases can be supported by technology; the initial observation, contact, and evaluation of suspects is the focus of this report (tasks in blue); pre-arrest screening and confirmatory testing are addressed in a companion report (tasks in red).24


24. Documentation technologies and immersive learning could be applied to testimony; however, prosecution is not within the scope of this report. Similarly, electronic warrants (e-Warrants) are technology enabled and impact DUID outcomes. However, because prosecution is not within the scope of this report, we made the conscious decision to omit any discussion of e-Warrants hereafter.
Emerging and existing technology-enabled products and services support officers in observing, assessing, and documenting interactions with DUID suspects to enhance DUID outcomes.25

The gathering of evidence for investigative purposes can have two different uses in DUID cases. First, for purely investigative purposes, evidence is gathered to help officers understand the context of the incident and establish probable cause to arrest the person, take a biological sample, and take other actions (such as calling in a DRE). Second, evidence is gathered to use as substantive evidence that is admissible in a DUID case to help prove the DUID charges.26 Law enforcement officers’ tasks related to the DUID investigation process include the following:

- **Observation and Assessment (to make a decision):** The officers must first observe signs of poor driving performance, whether from distraction, alcohol, or drugs. Officers rely on assessing driving impairment (and possible driving while intoxicated [DWI] or DUID) by observing the behavior/presentation of the individual and their surroundings. During a pre-arrest assessment of impairment, the officer may employ SFSTs (e.g., walk and turn). After arrest, individuals suspected of DUID (e.g., preliminary breath test reads below 0.08) may be evaluated by a certified DRE. The ability to assess potential impairment is enabled and informed through a combination of the officer’s training and experience.

- **Documentation (to support the decision):** An officer’s meticulous, thorough, and timely documentation that comprehensively records their observation and assessment from the point of the initial encounter is often critical to gathering, presenting, and preserving evidence that can be admissible in the adjudication of a DUID legal case. To help ensure this evidence is admissible, it is therefore critical for officers to document observations and interactions either traditionally using paper and pen or through audio and video capture. Capturing, assessing, and documenting DUID interactions are critical for successful prosecution and adjudication of a DUID offense.

- **Training (to support both observation and documentation):** Underpinning observation, assessment, and documentation are training programs that improve skills to handle these tasks appropriately.

Trainings, like DRE and ARIDE, teach officers to observe, identify, and articulate the signs of impairment related to drugs, alcohol, or both. A DRE is also trained to determine which category of the seven major drugs the driver may be under the influence of. Practitioners cited that these steps are critical to successfully and fairly prosecuting and adjudicating a DUID case; thus, this systematic approach to gathering and recording data that may be admissible as evidence is useful to keep in mind when considering how the application of new technologies might help law enforcement officers in the field. Immersive learning can enhance officers’ awareness and empathy; similarly, next-generation real-time communications can connect officers with support, including DREs.

---

25. Although this report focuses on applications relevant to DUID cases, these digital technologies have broader applications beyond DUID investigations.
26. This often requires a higher standard, such as proof of authentication and potentially an officer’s or others’ testimony to the veracity and meaning of the evidence.
LANDSCAPE

Like most industries today, over the past several years, public safety and national security agencies around the world have been embracing the cloud, mobile computing, big data, and other advanced technologies to radically reduce their operational costs and enhance successful outcomes.\(^\text{27}\) Technology-enabled products and services are emerging to help law enforcement digitally enhance and transform operations and to support law enforcement officers in their jobs. Technology has the potential to enhance adjudication of DUID cases with improved consistency in both officers’ actions and the preservation of evidence. Key technologies are continuously improving to enable the capture and analysis of visual and audible information from dashboard and body cameras, phones, and other recording devices. Improvements in the mobility (size and weight) and accuracy of the recordings (fidelity, resolution, and storage) are greatly augmented by their real-time interconnectivity and ability to access advanced software, including the use of AI and cloud computing. The intersection of these technology trends opens up new applications for law enforcement that will enhance DUID outcomes.

This section of the report offers a broad view of technologies and products of relevance when thinking about how technology might improve DUID outcomes. It is organized as follows:

13 Technology Advances
- 5G Wireless Communication
- Mobile Hardware
- Cloud Computing

16 Products and Services Today
- Real-Time Communication
- Immersive Learning

31 Potential Future
- Initial Observation
- Contact with the Operator and Pre-arrest Screening
- Post-arrest Evaluation

38 Barriers to Adoption

---

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES

Technologies driving digital transformation globally offer a future with enhanced DUID investigative outcomes.

Advancement in digital technologies is largely driven by consumer markets like smartphones and gaming, where the volumes are high and the consequences for failure of new features are relatively low. The capabilities, accuracy, and cost of these technologies continue to improve as adoption grows. Law enforcement and other niche market applications are beginning to take advantage of these technologies to assist, augment, and automate tasks. Wireless communication, mobile hardware, and cloud computing can help DUID investigations with improved real-time communication and immersive learning, as illustrated in Figure 5.

**Convergence of Technologies Driving Digital Transformation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Advances</th>
<th>Products and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5G Wireless Communication</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved cell infrastructure</td>
<td>1 Real-Time Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New wireless spectrums available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Faster data transfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More reliable connections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved encryption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobile Hardware</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Smaller/miniaturized</td>
<td>2 Immersive Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ruggedized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Faster processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low-light image processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lower power need</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High-energy batteries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Edge computing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cloud Computing</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Access to massive computing power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Able to utilize AI/machine learning advances for analytics and decision support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data storage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advanced security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 5: Hardware, software, and computing advances in commercial products will enable an improved digital future for law enforcement and DUID cases.*
Advancements in broadband connectivity, hardware, and AI can increase successful case outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5G Wireless Communication</th>
<th>Mobile Hardware</th>
<th>Cloud Computing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5G wireless communication advancements enable real-time remote services. Infrastructure for devices transmitting voice and data has improved significantly with 4G LTE; however, connectivity is still dependent on the location of cell towers. The next generation of telecommunication (5G), which operates at a different frequency spectrum, is expected to significantly improve bandwidth, speed, and latency.²⁸ 5G will also use 256-bit encryption, which is a substantial improvement on the 128-bit standard currently used by 4G networks. These higher security options may encourage law enforcement agencies to adopt real-time connected cloud-based services to enhance operations. Today, FirstNet (built by AT&amp;T) has begun to deploy a private high-speed nationwide wireless broadband network for a limited number of devices and is dedicated to public safety. In the future, a separate private solution may not be necessary.</td>
<td>Mobile hardware improvements enable smaller, more capable, easy-to-use devices. Newer cameras (dashboard and body) continue to offer advanced features such as high dynamic range recording that allows details to be captured across a wide range of lighting conditions, which prevents evidence from being washed out or lost in shadows. Advanced cameras may include infra-red LEDs that can capture detailed footage at night. Hardware advances to convert video and transmit digital information in real time enable mobile communication services. These recordings can provide accurate documentation of the vehicle in motion for potential later use during testimony. The recording may also be used to assist the officer in making an initial assessment of impairment, either via AI or through virtual support from a specialist. These hardware improvements also allow desk officers to view the same scene as in-field officers in real time, assisting both observation and decision-making.</td>
<td>Cloud computing expands computing power for analytics and AI by leveraging a network of remote servers hosted on the internet, rather than a local computer, to store, manage, and process data. This practice allows remote devices to leverage massive computing power to devices connected to the internet. This power can enable advanced analytics and AI applications to support officers in the field. Although AI has been around for many decades, recent advancements in computing power (Moore’s Law), data availability (e.g., digitization and connectivity of sensor data), and advanced algorithms are driving broader adoption in industries such as banking, marketing, and entertainment. Over time, AI is expected to improve the ability to assist, augment, or automate several law enforcement tasks, including real-time scene assessment and analysis, and support observation, documentation, and training (see Figure 6).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The convergence of digital technologies continues to enable next-generation products.

Law enforcement is beginning to take advantage of products and services associated with digital transformation to improve efficiency and consistency. Software platforms running on real-time operating systems allow connection across different devices. Similarly, emerging products are enhancing situational awareness, including support from CAD as back-up, and real-time sharing of data and documentation. Several vendors are taking advantage of these trends and now offer unified systems that agencies can procure, which include hardware, software, and associated services.

**AI-Enabled Solutions May Enhance DUID Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies Using AI</th>
<th>Applications to Improve DUID Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Vision</td>
<td>Facial recognition to quickly ID suspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scene analytics to ID impairment and objects of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Processing</td>
<td>Automatic face redaction in video evidence for privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
<td>Video/scene analytics alert for impaired driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voice commands to enable hands free and focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
<td>Real-time note transcription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
<td>Automatic voice transcription of video evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Systems</td>
<td>Language translation for communication with suspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer-aided dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated evidence documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated notifications and routing of case documentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Next-generation products will build on commercially available AI technologies to bring to market specific law enforcement solutions that could impact or address arrest, prosecution, and adjudication processes.30, 31

29 The sharing of data to help inform/confirm an officer’s observation or assessment does not automatically mean that this information can be admitted into evidence to help substantively prove the DUID charges; rather, the prosecutor may have to establish or demonstrate additional steps.


31 Some of these AI products may have additional authentication or chain-of-custody requirements in order to be admissible in a DUID case. Prosecutors may have to take some additional steps to establish the credibility and authenticity of this documentation to demonstrate that the particular document/record has not been doctored/changed/fabricated.
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TODAY

Real-time communication and immersive learning products and services can support observation, documentation, and training applicable to DUID.

Digital transformation products, including advancements in mobile hardware, cloud computing, and wireless communication may improve the capabilities of law enforcement officers during interactions with suspects in DUID cases. Opportunities exist for law enforcement to leverage these advanced capabilities in real-time communication and immersive learning to enable improved observation (situational awareness), documentation, and training abilities related to DUID cases (see Figure 7). This section presents background on enabling technologies and also uses specific products and services that are available on the market today to illustrate how officers’ capabilities might be enhanced with next-generation communication, data capture and analysis, and training tools.

**Products and Services Enabling Improved DUID Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Advances</th>
<th>Products and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Communication</td>
<td>1 Real-Time Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Hardware</td>
<td>• Body/dash cam video second set of eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Computing</td>
<td>• Body/dash cam analytics and documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Radio voice commands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Radio voice transcription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Radio voice analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Remote support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Immersive Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Smaller untethered headsets for better AR/VR experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Content for more realistic experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Skill development for awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 7: Real-time communication and immersive learning products are shifting from consumer-based markets to law enforcement-specific applications.*
Real-Time Communication

Observing and investigating potential DUID offenses typically begin in the field by an officer visually noticing something that prompts them to investigate. Having access to dispatch and other DUID-related support may help ensure proper procedures are followed. Thus, technology to connect the officer in the field with support is valuable if it can share and record video images and voice commands. Products that enable this kind of connection via real-time communication can link to officers’ radios, phones, cameras, and vehicles (see Figure 8).

Real-Time Communication Technology for DUID Enforcement

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8:** The emerging digital future for law enforcement to support investigation of incidents of DUID includes improvements in real-time communication.

---

32. The cost of storing video is one of the major drawbacks that prevents law enforcement agencies from purchasing in-car and body-worn cameras.

Vehicles are communication hubs for officers in the field that enable immediate access to information and the ability to communicate with other officers, dispatch, and beyond.

Officers investigating incidents of DUID need access to the same real-time data and applications when they are on the road as when they are at the agency. Vehicle hubs give users access to mission-critical applications and the internet. Where connections are available, hubs can enable continuous streaming of data to the cloud via onboard telemetry, sensors, and surveillance cameras. At the core of this capability is a mobile router that wirelessly accesses the internet.

A vehicle hub or router is a device that connects to the internet through a cellular link gateway. The hub is part of a LAN within the vehicle and provides a single connection to the WAN, providing access to the internet. The ruggedized hub provides the 3G/4G/5G/LTE gateway and is typically installed in the trunk of the cruiser. Law enforcement routers need the ability to operate on a WAN, which includes a range of wireless frequency bands because cellular technology is evolving, and carriers operate on different bands. Some products offer dual-sim capability, allowing users to switch between cellular carriers, which is particularly beneficial for agencies that cover large geographic areas where carrier coverage may vary. Sierra Wireless and Cradlepoint are two examples of companies offering mobile routers primarily to law enforcement today.

Sierra Wireless offers a mobile virtual private network specifically designed for mobile applications called AirLink Connection Manager.

Cradlepoint (recently acquired by Erickson) offers a number of routers and options, including Elastic EdgeSM, which provides a mobile network that delivers connectivity with NetCloud Services for mobile networks.

---

34 The scope of such communications may be limited or governed by state/local and law enforcement laws, policies, and procedures.
Improvements in real-time analysis of dash and body cam video can provide immediate support to the officer in the field.

Cameras\textsuperscript{37} are widely used today in law enforcement, including both inward- and outward-facing dash cameras in police cars and body cameras. Benefits include improvements in conviction rates, officer professionalism, training, and protection from false accusations.\textsuperscript{38} For incidents of DUID, dash and body cams may offer a record of the interaction to support officers' assessment of impairment. New products and services are working to address current drawbacks to these cameras such as:

- inadequately representing the actual situation because of limitations related to viewing angle, distance, and resolution;
- privacy concerns; and
- costs associated with both equipment and data storage.

**Dash cams** available today are compact, have integrated sensors and infrared LEDs, have higher resolution, enable quality imaging in low-light situations during nighttime DUID incidents, and can be connected to the cloud. The VIA Technologies Mobile360 D700 (\textbf{Figure 9}), with 4G LTE wireless and Wi-Fi connectivity capabilities, was introduced to the market in 2019.\textsuperscript{39} Products offer both front- and rear-facing cameras on the dash and interior cameras able to record the back seat. Some cameras now offer 4K high resolution. Another capability of a real-time connected camera is an AI-enhanced integrated automatic license plate recognition, which can read license plates in multiple lanes simultaneously. This would enable an officer investigating a potential DUID suspect to automatically check for a previous warrant. Axon's Fleet 3 dash cam also connects to Flock Safety’s public safety license plate readers, now in 400 cities, and enables cross referencing.\textsuperscript{40, 41} Other companies offering dash cams include 10-8 Video Systems, Digital Ally, and Motorola Solutions.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image9.png}
\caption{The VIA Mobile360 D700 AI Dash Cam combines dual 1080p front dash and interior cameras with integrated 4G LTE wireless and Wi-Fi connectivity. (Image provided by Via Technologies)}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{37} Some vendors are developing products focused on documenting interactions during a DUID investigation. For example, Ocular Data Systems’ DAX Evidence Recorder is an evidentiary recording device for roadside and drug impairment investigations that was highlighted in the previous DUID report. See https://cjtec.org/landscape-study-of-field-portable-duid-screening-products/.


Body cams have undergone similar performance improvements and offer GPS tracking and livestreaming via mobile internet. New body cams from Axon, reportedly being trialed with the Cincinnati Police Department, aim to address challenges related to privacy and security. Axon reports that a major benefit of using these new body cameras is the real-time remote video observation by designated observers in the police department headquarters. The headquarters staff offer additional eyes and ears to support the officer on duty. Body cams will also soon enable automated voice transcription. To help perform the transcription, companies have implemented audio improvements that include higher sampling rates, multiple omni-directional microphones, and more advanced digital signal processing. Many companies are offering body cams, including Motorola Solutions, Visual Labs, Zepcam (Figure 10), Digital Ally (Figure 11), and BodyWorn.

Product developers continue to improve camera-based products specific to law enforcement. Improvements may include the following:

- **Wireless remote activation** (by dispatch) or situation-dependent activation can offer an increase in speed or lightbar activation.

- **Connected cameras** can be synchronized for playback pairing to review an event from all cameras at the same time.

- **Facial recognition technology**, which can be used with video recordings, is being applied differently (or not at all) by different companies. After an independent review, Axon chose not to include facial recognition in their products. Wolfcom, another manufacturer of body cameras, is beta-testing its next-generation body cams, which include real-time facial recognition capabilities.

> To have the ability to access that camera in real time, and livestream what the officer is seeing, that’s amazing.

Lt. Stephen Saunders
Cincinnati Police Department

---


Smart voice services leverage high-speed data communication, AI, and cloud computing to enable real-time voice recognition and transcription, providing hands-free communication and improved situational awareness for officers investigating incidents of DUID.

Driven by the adoption of many other voice-enabled smart devices in the tech industry, the accuracy and capability of AI natural language processing continue to improve. Like many early technology advancements, voice services like Alexa, Siri, and Cortana were initially targeted to consumers conducting low-risk applications, like a web search. However, over the past few years and with better access to open-source AI tools and affordable cloud computing, the industry has seen software start-up companies like Otter and Voicea (recently acquired by Cisco) and other mobile app/web-based software companies create customizable real-time transcription services targeted to businesses. Large-scale cloud computing players like Amazon and Microsoft are not yet offering real-time support directly to law enforcement, but they are working with companies who use their cloud services and leverage these technology advancements.

Voice dictation and transcription for law enforcement have been around for many years. These voice services can include voice identification, wherein the device or system can identify the person talking, and voice transcription, wherein the input audio signal is converted to written text of what was said or dictated. Historically, such voice services were supported by software loaded on a local computer to perform the natural language processing that creates the transcription. These kinds of voice services make creating incident reports and connecting and communicating with CAD/RMS systems by voice faster, safer, and more efficient. Nuance Communications, the developer of Dragon Speech Recognition Software, has been a leader in conversational AI for many years and is considered one of the largest players in transcription for specialized markets, like law enforcement.

Like the newer voice services, Nuance has migrated from local computer-based products to a web-based application that can run on a mobile device. Nuance’s value proposition seeks to replace a keyboard and mouse with a user’s voice. As such, its transcriptions can be used to provide specific input to other applications (e.g., incident reports) where a law enforcement officer would normally enter text by typing. Nuance serves several specialty markets, like law enforcement, where they customize their products with industry-relevant terminology and jargon to improve translation accuracy. Nuance says it works with each police department to learn how they pronounce local commonly used terms such as street names and surnames. They also customize the service to enable transcriptions to use appropriate abbreviations and support efficient report writing. However, in discussions with representatives from Nuance, they noted adoption is slow. Many businesses and agencies are reluctant to use voice services because they lack accuracy in areas such as recognizing regional and unique jargon, accents, and dialects.

With significant investment in voice services by the broader technology community, law enforcement may soon benefit by having options beyond Nuance’s input capability and gain the capabilities of smart hands-free products and services. Companies like Axon are introducing products and services that will record conversations, which are then automatically transcribed and analyzed and provide automatic input to reports. By using hands-free capabilities, officers may improve situational awareness by keeping their eyes focused on their

---

45. This is an example of a record that would need to be authenticated before it could be substantively admitted into evidence in a DUID case to verify the speaker and confirm that the voice record has not been altered.
47. From interview with Michael Millward and Eric LaScola, Nuance Communications.
critical tasks. However, like all AI- and cloud-based offerings, security and privacy concerns present challenges and barriers to adoption, particularly for law enforcement.

For law enforcement environments, which can experience significant background noise, clear audio is needed for voice services (dictation, transcription, commands) and accurate translation whether by humans or software. Hardware, including microphones and advanced digital audio processing circuitry, is critical. Although smartphones today have microphones capable of voice services, companies like Philips and Olympus (Figure 12) provide higher-quality recording devices specifically designed for use in tough environments like law enforcement. These more sophisticated products offer audio enhancement features like noise cancellation of ambient/background noise with encryption capability to secure local recordings from unauthorized access and are ruggedized for impact resistance. These devices can also connect to Wi-Fi networks, enabling wireless transfer of the recording and access to cloud computing services such as voice commands and transcription. Philips and Olympus also offer complete packages for voice services (hardware, software, and storage), and both use Nuance's AI technology for their transcription.

Audio recordings can be extracted from both body and dash cams. Axon just announced a new transcription service in which the initial offering will include a web-based review assistant and transcribe assistant to make corrections to a transcription.48 Axon plans to add auto-transcription from all body camera footage (within minutes) to its online record management tool.

Bone-conduction headphones may enhance situational awareness by not blocking an officer’s ear canal and enabling the officer to better hear surrounding noises.

Bone-conduction headphones, like Aftershokz, allow for private two-way communications while keeping the ears free by conducting audio signals through the cheekbones, which may enhance law enforcement’s situational awareness. These headphones work by using transducers to send mini vibrations through the cheekbone directly to the inner ear, bypassing the eardrum.49 Because they do not seal around or even touch the ear canal, they allow the user to hear their external environment more directly. Bose Corporation now offers sunglasses with bone conduction audio.50 Touted as AR sunglasses, they currently only offer audio; however, Bose claims to be working on other AR capabilities. Bone-conduction headphone could be helpful for officers communicating with other actors (e.g., dispatch, other officers, emergency medical services personnel) who may be involved in DUI/ID investigations, while also being able to hear what is happening on the scene.

---

Unified software platforms connect a suite of devices for real-time support to users, including automatic documentation and evidence management; however, the business model often includes subscription-based contracts.

Digitalization trends have allowed companies like Motorola Solutions, Visual Labs, Zepcam, Digital Ally, Axon, and BodyWorn to offer their customers a unified software platform. These companies have traditionally offered hardware products, such as dash and body cams, but are beginning to take advantage of real-time connectivity and cloud technologies to offer supporting services. These real-time operation systems can support DUID investigations by locating and tracking devices and providing communications and support to officers in the field, when they are connected to a cellular system or satellite, with

- efficient case documentation and evidence management by digitalizing and storing recordings, notes, and other relevant case management information;
- automatic image redaction and information sharing via digitalization of information; and
- permission-based access for users, eliminating the need to print and deliver hard-copy information.

One potential downside to these unified systems is eliminating the ability to mix and match products from multiple vendors. To take full advantage of the software platforms, an agency may need to commit to one vendor for all devices and software. These companies are creating as-a-service offerings for which agencies pay a subscription fee rather than buying the devices and software. This offering may allow agencies to adopt technology without huge upfront capital investments but may tie the agency to a given product/service based on subscription fees and contracts.

Although some law enforcement agencies may benefit from subscription models that eliminate up-front capital investment for the hardware, the model of a monthly fixed subscription fee per device/service is not necessarily inexpensive. Moreover, there is the additional, potential challenge that law enforcement agencies may not end up owning or having access to the content on these platforms when their contract ends, raising further concerns for longer-term record storage and sharing. Some subscription fees lock agencies into 5-year contracts, like Axon’s Officer Safety Plan, which costs from $109 to $199 per officer per month. As such, the cost of these new cloud-based services may be a barrier for small agencies. Although the up-front capital cost may be reduced or eliminated, migrating all the users to a new system with a monthly subscription fee can be prohibitive. Digital Ally recently announced a subscription service for in-car and body cameras starting at $50 per month per user.

---

Immersive Learning

Identifying DUID-related impairment is complex and requires advanced training and consistency for fair adjudication. There was general consensus among the NIJ workshop participants that these training programs (particularly the DRE) are resource intensive, requiring time off to attend and complete the program. Participants also reported that many jurisdictions do not follow/teach the SFST program, leading officers to be inconsistently trained.\(^{53}\) Broader access to cost-effective training is considered one of the key elements to improving DUID investigative outcomes. Today, the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program is managed and coordinated by the IACP with support from NHTSA of the U.S. Department of Transportation.\(^{54}\) The mission of the IACP’s Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) is to develop, promote, and provide guidance and support for the DEC, ARIDE, and SFST.\(^{55}\) One objective for TAP is to provide quality, timely training to ensure that the goals and objectives of the DRE, ARIDE, and SFST programs are met. These programs train officers at varying levels to best observe, react to, and document instances of impaired driving, as illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Training is foundational to how officers interact with suspected impaired drivers; next-generation training will improve outcomes.

The SFST program trains officers to identify and assess drivers suspected of being under the influence of alcohol, whereas the DEC Program provides more advanced training to evaluate suspected drug impairment and to determine the category of the suspected drug.\(^{56, 57}\) The SFST assessment is employed at roadside by a field officer who may also be a DRE. Post-arrest, the DRE conducts the 12-step process either at roadside, or when appropriate, in a more controlled environment, such as at a police department or detention facility. ARIDE is intended to bridge the gap between these two programs by providing officers in the field with a more specialized degree of skill and training than an officer who has completed only the SFST or another nonstandardized training. An ARIDE-trained officer may

---


\(^{57}\) Until a determination is made that the driver is perhaps under the influence of something other than alcohol, the same steps are used by trained officers to process a suspected impaired driver.
additionally help make an informed decision about when to seek the assistance and involvement of a DRE. One of the most important aspects of ARIDE training is its reinforcement of the skills that are taught in the SFST program. The ARIDE program builds on these skills by developing officers’ ability to identify different types of drug-related impairment, including but not limited to alcohol-related impairment. Only officers who demonstrate proficiency in the SFST program can attend the ARIDE program. The ARIDE program trains officers to secure appropriate biological samples to identify substances likely causing impairment.58

An effort by researchers from the University of Texas at Dallas and Sam Houston State University offers a look into the future for augmenting DUID training with advancements in technology. Researchers developed Brian, a virtual impaired driver through the Individuals Nystagmus Simulated Training Experience project.59 Although not immersive learning, Brian combines 3D modeling, programming, and animation to create a lifelike appearance; mathematical algorithms map Brian’s physical features and eyes that can follow and twitch when an officer moves his finger horizontally in front of the screen. Brian helps simulate what officers encounter when they perform horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN) tests during traffic stops and is equipped with algorithms to give feedback on the officer’s performance and technique.60 Imersive technologies, as illustrated in Figure 14, offer platforms for augmenting DUID training.

### Immersive Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Reality (VR)</th>
<th>Augmented Reality (AR)</th>
<th>Mixed Reality (MR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completely digital environment for use in the classroom</td>
<td>Real world with digital overlay that could be helpful for use in the field</td>
<td>Real and the virtual are intertwined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VR is a computer-generated experience that simulates reality. VR may include visual, auditory, or tactile experiences while the trainee is immersed in a simulated 3D world, while actually in a DUID classroom setting.

The AR experience is an interactive experience in the real world that overlays digital content onto the physical world via devices, such as a phone, headset, or glasses. Further enhancements such as sensor feedback technologies can be added. AR can be leveraged for use in training and in the field to support officers during a DUID investigation.

MR is a blend of virtual and real world experiences where virtual and augmented experiences are presented simultaneously. MR training merges real and virtual worlds to produce a new learning environment that could better support officer training by viewing 3D virtual scenes.

---

60. Zielke, M. A., Zakhidov, D., Rizzo, J., DeFries, E., Trivedi, L., Marquart, C., Dusek, M., & Prochaska, J. (2019). Using design-based research to develop a virtual human interface for police nystagmus training. IEEE 7th International Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health (SeGAH), Kyoto, Japan. [https://doi.org/10.1109/SeGAH.2019.8882475](https://doi.org/10.1109/SeGAH.2019.8882475)
**Immersive technologies provide platforms for new forms of training and situational support.**

Immersive technologies are a family of computer software and hardware systems that allow users to replace or supplement physical environments with digital media. As previously illustrated in Figure 14, VR, AR, and MR could be leveraged to support DUID training in a cost-effective and accessible format, including allowing officers to train during their shifts for small periods of time, eliminating travel for training, and eliminating costs associated with staffing.

Implementing immersive training environments for DUID cases can assist law enforcement officers in three key areas:

1. **Familiarization** through realistic, high-resolution 3D models allows for visual and spatial familiarity with the virtual environment. In a virtual training environment, familiarization could help officers experience the physical movements and enhance situational awareness when approaching a vehicle driven by a person suspected of DUID.

2. **Scenario/situational** training is a more complex environment that is interactive and intended to replicate situations and responses. This training could be done by requiring a police officer to go through a particular DUID investigation protocol and simulating an interaction and response to the situation. Situational training can be leveraged to allow officers to move and interact with a virtual impaired driver in various situations that could be customized and interactive to provide realistic feedback from the interactions. Axon offers a related VR Empathy Training that teaches officers the skills to respond to situations involving individuals with mental health conditions.

3. **Assessment** training allows for both the instructor and the student to review the performance metrics against protocol for the various scenarios and provide feedback. It could include biofeedback from wearable sensor technology taken during the scenario to look at stress levels. For example, an ARIDE and DRE training could potentially measure the suspect’s eye movements to determine whether the officer properly administered an eye movement test. It could also determine whether the process steps were followed in the correct sequence.

**CJTEC INSIGHT**

**Existing Validation Efforts Related to Immersive Learning Outcomes**

A number of studies have been performed to show the effectiveness of immersive learning across many industries:

- A 2017 randomized controlled trial in the Journal of Oral Maxillofacial Surgery that sought to evaluate the effect of using VR surgery on the self-confidence and knowledge of surgical residents showed significantly greater perceived self-confidence levels compared with those in the control group.

- A 2018 study in Surgical Endoscopy found interactive VR-based hands-on training to be a relatively inexpensive and effective mode for teaching operating room fire prevention and management scenarios.

- A 2019 study in Computer Applications in Engineering Education suggested that AR intervention has a significant positive impact on student laboratory skills and that the development of an AR learning environment is an effective tool in reducing the cognitive load of students while operating laboratory equipment.

- A 2020 study in the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery demonstrated how an immersive VR system can efficiently teach a complex surgical procedure and demonstrate improved translational skills and knowledge acquisition when compared with a traditional learning method.
Small, wireless, high-performance headsets provide a realistic immersive experience and are driving adoption of AR and VR for training globally.

Although VR and AR technology have been around for many years, initial adoption had been slow because the technology was expensive and awkward to wear; heavy headsets were tethered to computers, and users often experienced associated motion sickness. Over the past 10 years, advancements in digital transformation technologies have enabled several headset manufacturers to produce small, wireless, high-performance products that provide a realistic immersive experience, although most still use animations. A recent industry report from Fortune Business Insights predicts continued growth in VR/AR companies and capabilities over the next several years, driven by training and simulation across a number of markets worldwide. As investment increases, the quality and impact of immersive training will improve, which could translate to expansions in applications for law enforcement. VR headsets and platforms currently used for immersive training include the following:

- **Facebook’s Oculus**: Axon’s VR Empathy-Based training leverages Facebook’s Oculus Headset (Figure 15) to better equip officers with the tools to de-escalate situations involving people suffering from mental health issues, crises, or psychotic episodes.

- **HTC’s VIVE Pro**: Street Smarts VR uses the HTC VIVE Pro to carry out its suite of police training scenarios, including motor vehicle/traffic stops, suspicious subject, and communications training.

- **HP Reverb G2 Omnicept Edition**: HP recently announced this new product, which includes a state-of-the-art sensor system that measures muscle movement, gaze, pupil size, and pulse and seamlessly transfers data to the HP Omnicept platform.

Immersive training would be hugely important for our training, particularly SFST, ARIDE, but also for portions of the DRE training. The closer we can get the training to real-life training the better!

Kyle Clark
IACP

---

62. As advancements in haptics technology improves it will enhance the sensations and real-life experience of virtual environments.
Immersive technologies can improve both technical skills and soft skills associated with DUID cases.

Currently, the immersive training content broadly falls into training technical skills, soft skills, or both. Technical skills focus on learning and improving specific skills through simulated experiences, which is particularly advantageous for risk-free repetition of complex or dangerous technical tasks. Soft skills focus on helping develop human skills such as empathy for positive social interactions, like customer service or provision of feedback. Although companies developing immersive training programs using AR/VR for law enforcement do not offer DUID-specific training today, they typically offer other public service and military training programs. Offerings come from the following:

**Established training companies** for law enforcement and other related markets, like Apex Officer and Ti-Training, are expanding their officer training programs by adding AR/VR offerings. Apex Officer has now created a library with over 50 law enforcement–related training scenarios, including modules for de-escalation, use of force, crisis intervention, and active shooter. Although they do not offer specific DUID training modules, they do offer modules for vehicle pullovers, traffic crash investigation, arrest, and control and DUI transport.

**Law enforcement product-development companies**, like Axon, are using VR training for their products and services. Axon, a taser manufacturer, has offered traditional forms of training for its products for many years. Currently, it is making a strong push to incorporate VR in product training and introduce VR Suicide Empathy Training. The training is designed to help officers develop empathy and confidence when responding to calls for individuals in crisis.


Law enforcement product-development companies, like Axon, are using VR training for their products and services. Axon, a taser manufacturer, has offered traditional forms of training for its products for many years. Currently, it is making a strong push to incorporate VR in product training and introduce VR Suicide Empathy Training. The training is designed to help officers develop empathy and confidence when responding to calls for individuals in crisis.

With a continued push to offer realistic virtual environments, UK-based start-up RiVR offers photorealistic scenarios. RiVR Investigate offers a near-to-life immersive presence in fire and crime scenes. To ensure a high-fidelity photorealistic scene, RiVR records actual controlled-burn fires.

---

**Law Enforcement INSIGHT**

Josh Bersin
Global Industry Analyst

---

Immersive learning is becoming one of the hottest and most transformational approaches to learning in business. New tools for VR and AR are transforming technical, managerial, and all elements of soft skills training because they create real-world learning experiences that stick.

---

Equipment and content customized for law enforcement are beginning to provide realistic training experiences beyond the classroom or videos.

Typically, vendors offer two options for immersive training: an agency can buy its own equipment with access to a library of training software modules or pay for prepackaged training capabilities for a price per user that enables access to fully customized training equipment and content. Examples include:

- Ti Training’s Recon Augmented Reality Training provides equipment for flexible space and screen setup options with AR glasses to recreate situations with interactive content for active-shooter situations, de-escalation, field interviews, and many others. Ti Training has also teamed up with RealMax to provide a new AR component to video-based training. The RealMax AR glasses enable trainees to have an unobstructed view of the training room with a 100-degree field of view. In addition to actors, props, such as a patrol car, cover and concealment, and bystanders, can be introduced into the training room to provide a more realistic training experience.

- SurvivVR, a California TechStars start-up, pivoted its VR development agency to focus on law enforcement applications for safety, judgment, and response time. SurvivVR claims to offer hyper-realistic imagery by hiring artists to create scenes.

- StriVR, a start-up founded by a Stanford graduate, developed a unique approach to VR for quarterback training. The technology provides a realistic and immersive environment for the quarterback to practice without being hit by setting up cameras on the field during a real practice. The technology also enables coaches to see where the quarterback is looking to help them better understand what the quarterback was doing and provide more relevant feedback. StriVR now offers immersive training programs to several industries. StriVR operates a partnership model wherein it supports a customer through the selection, procurement, and configuration of all required hardware and provides complete on-site physical setup and support.

Today, no AR/VR immersive training programs are specifically designed for DUID training situations such as ARIDE or DRE; however, the immersive nature of the technology would make it a good fit to complement and reinforce the content taught in these programs. DUID-specific immersive training programs enable a safe, realistic, and potentially lower-cost training option for DRE and ARIDE. With the legalization and potential increased use of cannabis that may lead to cannabis-impaired driving, one of these current companies will likely begin offering DUID training in the future. With improvements in haptics, these trainings could offer very real-to-life immersive training environments for each step in the DUID process:

- Observation of (1) vehicle driving behaviors that may indicate impairment, (2) interaction with driver and passengers in many scenarios, and (3) vehicle interior (people/objects) in a variety of situations

- Augmentation of (1) ARIDE training program with immersive learning and (2) DRE training with haptic feedback with VR to simulate a person under the influence’s response, vitals, etc.
Driven by better data analytics and AI, education and training in all fields and contexts can become highly individualized, restricting the need to train personnel using a cohort-based approach. Immersive training could augment both preservice training at the academies and in-service training within agencies. Training spaces can be assembled quickly to allow agencies to offer continual training and testing to demonstrate competence and reinforce skills. In the future, automated or semi-automated systems will assess student knowledge, provide more customized instruction that emphasizes areas of deficiency or student interest, and better assess student competency.71

The total cost of immersive training goes beyond the cost to the vendor and also includes administration (including systems) related to registration, levels of evaluation, instructors, curriculum development, and venue; however, as technology advances and interest in immersive training grows, funding from federal and state sources may help offset costs for agencies. Though not specific to DUID cases, Congressman Tim Ryan introduced a bill in 2019 to fund immersive training for law enforcement.72

These immersive systems, when coupled with smarter educational platforms, will do a stronger job of developing officers and their skill sets by placing them in realistic scenarios that respond to officers’ decisions, actions, gestures, commands, and even tone of voice.73

POTENTIAL FUTURE

A shortage of DUID-specialized officers, compounded by the increase in cannabis use (medical and recreational), underscores the need for additional resources that can support officers in the observation, documentation, and testimony in DUID cases. Digital technologies, applying AI, VR, and AR, may be leveraged to further support officers investigating incidents of DUID by helping to identify suspicious behaviors, establish probable cause, and detect impairment. Additionally, remote and virtual technologies, largely driven by telehealth, can increase the accessibility of trained DREs through a remote DRE system. Key technology advancements driving digital transformation will continue to evolve and help law enforcement officers investigate and prosecute DUID cases, as illustrated in Figure 16.

As advancements in technology continue, devices will get smarter, offering improved opportunities for implementation with DUID cases.

As the hardware miniaturization and AI software capabilities improve, new products that support officers investigating DUID cases may emerge. These enhanced smart devices may be capable of offering remote support and enhancing real-time situational awareness, offering real-time situation-dependent procedural guidance and automated documentation. These capabilities would enable more consistent evaluations and documentation of the DUID suspect, which could, in turn, lead to fair adjudication.

### Future Technologies to Enhance DUID Enforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enforcement</th>
<th>Prosecution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer-Aided Dispatch</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time viewing and analysis of dashcam, audio, and video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virtual and Automated DRE Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time connection of DRE expertise via VR headset, real-time video/audio, and haptic gloves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersive learning using VR/AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automated Documentation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enhanced Roadside Performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced situational awareness, detection strategies, and procedures via AI, AR, and VR; real-time analysis of dash and body cam audio and video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 16:** Future technologies may enhance observation, assessment, and documentation for incidents of DUID.

---


75 Other future technologies that could help DUID investigations include real-time language translation, real-time voice analysis, and Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication.
As AI technology continues to develop, its intersection with dash- and body-cam technology suggests a range of possible future applications that could affect law enforcement and the handling of DUID cases. AI has evolved to include human behavioral inputs and insights, which, when coupled with physical data, can be used to evaluate human-machine cooperation. This kind of AI augmentation fits with officers’ needs to observe and consider drivers/operators in the complex working environment, which is inherent in most DUID incidents. The following technologies illustrate some future possibilities of using AI to identify suspicious behaviors via video analytics, augment video observation, and help detect drug-induced impairment, which can help law enforcement in DUID incidents by enhancing situational awareness while making observations for probable cause and driver screening.

**Initial Observation**

Today, systems are offered to commercial fleet operators to monitor and notify their drivers of behaviors that are indicative of reduced driver performance. Although not directly used for observing drivers suspected of DUID, these AI-based video systems point to the parallel possibilities of using body cams on the scene of a DUID investigation to observe and identify behavioral indicators of drug impairment, which could be used to support probable cause and help bolster field screening of drivers.

Two examples of today’s remote driver monitoring products are the [VIA Mobile360 Driver Monitoring System](https://www.viamobile360.com/) and the [Affectiva Automotive AI for Driver Monitoring Systems](https://www.affectiva.com/solutions/auto/).

Another interesting use of AI that has potential relevance to observing drivers suspected of DUID is Driveway’s patented AI technology to automatically observe safe and unsafe driving behaviors from a driver’s smartphone using a GPS hardware component, a network-based position estimation component, and a data processor. It is not a video observation, but it does suggest future capabilities that could have significant impact on DUID enforcement activities. Although Driveway’s products target voluntary adoption, for example, for benefits to be offered by insurance companies, vehicle manufacturers, insurance companies, or state and federal regulators could require adoption of such systems. This adoption could be very helpful in reducing incidents of DUID in the first place and, if they do occur, providing additional observational capabilities using AI.

**Significant investments in AI may drive the development of DUID-specific products.**

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) have emerged as one of the most significant technology trends of today and have driven significant investment to develop AI to enable improved AV operation. AVs can make decisions based on various sensor and image inputs, but the complexity of an almost endless number of unique driving scenarios places a significant limit on what AVs can achieve today. DXC Technology Company, in a recent white paper “Making AI smart enough for autonomous vehicles,” explains how leading tech firms and automakers are developing AI using machine learning that can help make fully AVs a reality. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology offers another example of how AI can be used to understand the egotistic behavior of drivers in nearby vehicles so that the subject vehicle can adjust its driving decisions accordingly. The use of similar AI approaches to augment police car dash-cam video analysis of other vehicles to look for drug-induced driving behavior is only a slightly different application of the same underlying AI capability and could offer significant opportunities to enhance law enforcement observation and detection of DUID cases.


79 The widespread ability of law enforcement to access and use this information may be restricted by privacy laws.


Video analytics may support officers in identifying suspicious behaviors, such as erratic driving, for incidents of suspected DUID. The PATSCAN VRS Video Recognition Software by PatriotOne Technologies is a video analytics threat detection package that can be used in real time or for forensics analysis of security situations, including identification of suspicious behavior of individuals. ReconaSense offers a similar AI-enabled solution for improving observation and detection in security applications, including using video analysis of suspicious behaviors. Similar approaches to leveraging AI in video analytics could augment law enforcement observation of suspicious driving behavior as probable cause and the screening of operator behavior to detect drug-induced anomalies. With AI, there may need to be a “human in the loop” to avoid situations related to machines making decisions without oversight. Additionally, it has been well documented that AI technologies may reinforce racial bias, causing law enforcement agencies to back away from using these technologies.82

Contact with Operator and Pre-arrest Screening

**AI to Support Investigation**
Emerging AI video analysis could be directed at both the suspect’s general behavior and their behavior in response to specific prompts and questions. This analysis could potentially automate some steps of the DRE 12-step process, such as a nystagmus test, and enable remote monitoring of driver behavior with inward-facing dash cams. Extensive research has examined how AI can be leveraged to interpret body language and understand people’s emotions and states of mind.83, 84, 85 Using AI to interpret people’s states of mind and behavior could be applied to automate some steps of the DRE 12-step process, including those embodied in the technologies presented above.

**AR/VR to Detect Impairment**
The emergence of AR/VR, in combination with AI analysis, could be a powerful combination that may help reduce potential human error from DRE evaluations and establish fully objective, documentable, and repeatable analyses. VR is the subject of tremendous amounts of research for its use in treating mental and behavioral disorders and detecting drug impairment. Beyond those that are in the previous DUID report, examples include the following:

- **SyncThink, Inc.** (Figure 17) has developed a technology using VR headsets to track eye movement to evaluate neurocognitive performance. The technology is already in use today, mainly in health care settings, sports teams, and the military.
- **Altoida** uses an AR framework that allows testing of complex, everyday functions in a gamified and fun way, while directly interacting with a user’s environment, to detect the onset of Alzheimer’s disease.

---
85 Future implementation of this type of technology would need to consider the consistency and accuracy across different cultures.
• **Tobii VR** (Figure 18) partners with headset manufacturers to develop eye-tracking technology in VR. Tobii Ocumen is its premium eye-tracking solution designed to deliver advanced real-time data streams and filters optimized for the development of VR applications in domains such as health assessment, therapeutics, and research. This technology may be used to train and assess officers for DUID procedures and may one day be able to assess and measure impaired drivers for HGN and VGN.

**AR Glasses to Support Situational Awareness**

Further down the road, AR glasses and AR contact lenses could enhance officers’ situational awareness and assist in DUID investigations. AR glasses or smart glasses are eyewear with integrated technology to merge the real world with virtual information overlain on one of the glasses’ lenses. Today, manufacturers such as Vuzix (Figure 19) and Epson offer small lightweight glasses that are finding applications for enterprises and education that are outpacing gaming and entertainment. Technology companies like Facebook, who recently announced a partnership with Ray-Ban, are investing heavily in the AR/VR space to introduce smart glasses. These headsets are expensive, but as adoption grows, the cost is expected to drop. Small, lightweight glasses can be used to assist and inform officers investigating DUID cases. Officers wearing these devices enhanced with AI may experience improved situational awareness, advise on suggested next steps, and assist in the automatic documentation of DUID investigations in real time.

Related to smart glasses, **Mojo Vision** recently announced that it is working with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to fast-track the use of their contact lenses by those with impaired vision. Though not yet in commercial development, Mojo Vision is developing a screen that fits on a contact lens, enabling users to view AR images directly from their eyeballs. As AR becomes more commonplace, companies wishing to sell glasses to those with vision impairments will likely have to adjust their prototypes to keep up. If lenses such as Mojo’s work as promised, new creative uses, such as for DUID support, could be imagined.

---


Continued advancements in AR systems may help DUID situational awareness and support for non-DUID-specialized officers in the field.

AR technology’s use of AR headsets and smartphone technology can provide an overlay of the real environment on computer-generated sensory input such as sound, GPS, or other data. Although not currently used by law enforcement, AR can be leveraged for the following:

- **Field Policing:** AR products can enhance situational awareness via external data-enhanced sensing and processing. New capabilities can log locations, listen for gunshots, stream video, flag license plates, scan databases, and go on virtual patrol. These capabilities increase officers’ awareness of environments.

- **Management and Awareness:** Smart sensors can compile many types of information to help officers do their jobs faster, more effectively, and with more information. AR can be used to leverage additional data such as maps, team member locations, and biometrics to make better management and field operation decisions.

- **Evidence Gathering:** AR headsets with video, computer vision, distancing tools, GPS, and communications can provide less experienced officers with a virtual expert that can see, hear, direct, and make notes. This support may help record data that otherwise may be missed. This also relates to the virtual DRE considered below.

AR systems can support officers by doing the following:

- **Enhancing data** collection through optics, zoom, audio, night vision, infrared, thermal, and the integration of any other sensor (e.g., chemical, biological, explosive).

- **Recording data**, such as officer biometric data, GPS location, live video, distances, maps, images, and video.

- **Processing data**, such as face or voice to allow instantaneous identification and translation, for example.

- **Visualizing information** such as overlay data (e.g., directions, criminal intelligence, friend or foe, best practices, hot spot locations, floor plans) onto a 3D space to reveal features officers may not otherwise be able to see. Such information enables officers to quickly access data critical to effectively performing their duties.

- **Enabling interaction** through a new interface via gestures, eye gazes, and voice commands with smart products and machines. Interactions can include coordination with robots and drones and improved communication with teams by using more information.

Post-arrest Evaluation

To date, the DRE evaluation process has not been viewed as technology constrained; thus, there has not been much effort on developing new technology to change or enhance the individual tests involved in the DRE evaluation itself. Today, the challenges are more thought to be a function of the limited resources available to support the cost of extensive training of DREs. To address the limited number of DREs, emerging technologies may be able to remotely augment portions of the 12-step process. However, a significant challenge to adoption may be the technologies’ ability to provide scientific evidence that would be admissible in court.

Remote DRE support may address the shortage of certified DREs to work with officers in the field.

The growing use of telemedicine provides a roadmap on how virtual and remote technology can be leveraged for DUID cases. Telemedicine is increasingly being used by doctors to diagnose, monitor, and treat patients via internet-connected video or audio. Many platforms are available to support the growing use of telemedicine. One example is Zoom for Healthcare, which specifically addresses privacy and security issues associated with personal health information. Chiron Health, another example of a telehealth platform, offers a package with full integration into insurance, billing, and related

---


office workflows. Similar virtual and remote technologies could be used by DREs. The evaluation done by a DRE, as illustrated in Figure 20, relies on a nationally standardized battery of tests where the police officer examines a suspect’s vital signs, involuntary biological reactions, and behavior to form an opinion on impairment. A police officer, assisted by a DRE via video, could carry out some aspects of DUID observation and assessment testing remotely.

Although remote support to field officers could happen in the near future, keep in mind that because DUI/DRE cases can result in arrest and incarceration it is critical for a DRE to get it right. Technology may be slow to be accepted until products can accurately replicate the in person, up-close interaction between the officer and the subject. Virtual interactions must provide the ability to detect subtle clues that a DRE may observe to detect impairment when in person. Several steps are not even close, particularly drawing blood for analysis and determining muscle tone; however, some research suggests remote support might be possible.

Blood Collection: Today, Neoteryx’s Mitra (Figure 21) devices provide a way to collect blood (or other bio-fluids) without a syringe using volumetric absorptive microsampling (VAMS) technology. Microsampling technology enables collection of very tiny amounts of blood that are enough to evaluate the drug levels and thebiochemistry parameters of blood. A blood micro-sample is a sample of less than or equal to 50 µl. Samples of 10 to 30 µl are enough to analyze blood, plasma, or serum chemical exposure. Neoteryx says it will introduce a touch-activated device that can be placed on the upper arm to micro-puncture only the upper layers of the skin. It has 30 thin needles that work like a leech to draw blood. As a result, a 100 µL of blood are drawn in a matter of 2 minutes.

Figure 20: DREs evaluate a DUID suspect’s vital signs, involuntary biological reactions, and behavior in order to form an opinion on a driver’s impairment. Remote video technologies could help officers in the field carry out some aspects of the evaluation. (Graphic by Michael Fisher, Portland Press Herald)

Figure 21: Mitra, offered by Neoteryx, uses a microsampling technology to simplify remote blood specimen collection by collecting blood without a syringe. (Image provided by Neoteryx, LLC)
These new technologies, coupled with blood testing improvements that need lower quantities of blood for analysis, may enable a field officer to take blood samples during a DUID investigation without waiting for or becoming a qualified phlebotomist. For implementation in incidents of DUID, the reliability and accuracy of these tests would have to be verified, and officers would need to be trained in using this equipment properly.

**Future with Telepresence:** Further in the future, it may be possible to truly have a remote DRE, as illustrated in Figure 22, who would be able to “see and feel” what the officer in the field does. Telepresence refers to a set of technologies (including VR, sensors, haptics, robotics, and high-speed communications) that allow a person to feel as if they are present at a place other than their true location. The Human Fusions Institute is a leading research organization focused on “connecting the human brain, technology, and society through neural interfaces enabling the human mind to transcend the barriers of the body to achieve humanity's full potential.” Today, their work primarily focuses on helping amputees “feel” through prosthetics and telehealth applications, and they have demonstrated a person “feeling” an object thousands of miles away. Someday, a remote DRE might be able to “see and feel” a DUID suspect and remotely administer the 12-step process including taking vital signs, drawing blood, testing eye movements, and checking muscle tone.

**Figure 22:** Telepresence technology may someday support a remote DRE through AR, VR, sensors, and haptics. (Image provided by Human Fusions Institute)
BARRIERS TO ADOPTION

As considered in this report, technologies and products are emerging in consumer and business applications that are affecting, and will continue to affect, the criminal justice system broadly and DUID investigations specifically. With any technology, technical, economic, and social drivers and challenges affect the rate of development and adoption.\textsuperscript{95} Below we discuss some of the barriers to adoption. Some are reasons why uptake by the criminal justice community might be slow, which then can affect the development of products specifically for criminal justice and DUID cases. Adoption by users signals market strength to product developers that they can use to justify investment in new products and features.

- **Technology Readiness**: For many products, accuracy is not yet at the level needed for widespread use for law enforcement applications.
- **Lack of Standardized Laws/Policies/Operational Procedures and Training**: Law enforcement agencies make different decisions about what type of DUID-related training to offer to officers, which can shape and inform how individual officers respond to a potential DUID incident.\textsuperscript{96}
- **Cost**: The hardware/software and personnel to implement, train, and maintain emerging digital technologies may be prohibitive for many police departments.
- **Prosecution Standards**: Jurisdictions, even within a state, have varied and unique considerations, evidentiary thresholds, and legal standards for DUID cases.
- **Data Security, Quality, and Defensibility**: Use of cloud and wireless technology raises security concerns, and AI and predictive analytics introduce issues related to transparency and bias.
- **Evidence Admissibility**: Many DUID technologies affect issues that may conflict with or potentially violate certain legal or constitutional protections that uphold individuals’ rights to privacy, to be free from unreasonable search or seizure, and to not be targeted on the basis of a particular demographic characteristic. Additionally, implementation of these technologies must consider the scientific reliability and admissibility in court.\textsuperscript{97, 98}

Future Research and Evaluation Needs

Reflecting on the research and key findings, a future with technology-based products and processes is possible. This future is enabled by technologies that positively impact how officers are able to observe drivers that might be under the influence of drugs and how they are able to document their interactions and decisions. The use of immersive learning could be an efficient and effective training tool to improve officer situational consistency when responding to DUID incidents. However, before this future becomes a reality, there is additional research needed to

- Systematically consider DUID practices, both successful and in need of improvement, and barriers to adoption of specific solutions/enhancements\textsuperscript{99}
- Develop solutions specific to DUID-centric needs
- Conduct evaluations to compare solutions, including technology assisted training with more traditional training methods specifically for DUID
- Complete evaluations or pilot studies to support agencies in their policies, procedures, and procurement decisions prior to large-scale adoption, including implications related to both privacy and civil rights

\textsuperscript{95} Van Ness, L. (2020). Body cameras may not be the easy answer everyone was looking for. The Pew Charitable Trusts. Retrieved from https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2020/01/14/body-cameras-may-not-be-the-easy-answer-everyone-was-looking-for
\textsuperscript{96} All DREs are trained the same way.
\textsuperscript{98} Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923).
\textsuperscript{99} Dr. Cory Haberman, an Assistant Professor in the School of Criminal Justice and Director of the Institute of Crime Science at the University of Cincinnati, is conducting research to understand law enforcement officers’ perceptions about VR training, how they would use it, and whether they would take it seriously. https://nij.ojp.gov/bio/cory-haberman-0.
**Glossary**

**3G/4G/5G/LTE**
Generations of wireless mobile telecommunications technology.

**4K Resolution**
The 4K resolution standard for television and monitors is 3,840 x 2,160 pixels.100

**Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)**
A 16-hour training course for law enforcement officers to better identify signs of impairment caused by substances beyond alcohol. ARIDE “is intended to bridge the gap between the SFST and DRE course and to provide an enhanced level of awareness to the participants, both law enforcement and other criminal justice professionals, in the area of drug impairment in the context of traffic safety.”101

**Augmented Reality (AR)**
AR is a broad discipline encompassing a wide range of methods that seek to create machines that mimic human intelligence.102 The AR experience is in the real world with virtual overlays seen by a headset or glasses and felt by other sensor feedback technologies.

**“The” Cloud**
In computing, the cloud refers to storing and accessing data and programs online, instead of through a computer’s hard drive.103

**Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD)**
Systems used by dispatchers, call-takers, and 911 operators to prioritize and record incident calls, identify the status and location of responders, and effectively dispatch responder personnel.104

**Digital Transformation**
Digital transformation is the process of using digital technologies to create new—or modify existing—business processes, culture, and customer experiences to meet changing business and market requirements.105

**Driving Under the Influence of Drugs (DUID)**
DUID generally refers to offenses involving the operation of a vehicle while impaired as a result of drug use; every state prohibits driving while impaired by drugs, but states differ as to what is a drug, whether consent for testing is implied, and what concentration of drugs within the body constitute impairment.106

**Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)**
Any criminal action related to driving or operating a motor vehicle while “illegal per se” or while impaired by, under the influence of, or intoxicated by alcohol or other drugs. Related terms with similar meaning include driving under the influence (DUI), operating while intoxicated, and operating under the influence.107

---

Drug Recognition Expert (DRE)
An individual who successfully completed the 100–124 hours of training requirements established for certification as a DRE by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) and NHTSA. DREs are highly effective officers skilled in the detection and identification of persons impaired by alcohol and/or drugs. DREs are trained to conduct a systematic and standardized 12-step evaluation that considers physical, mental, and medical components.108

Encryption
A process that encodes a message or file so that it can be read only by certain people. Encryption helps protect the confidentiality of digital data stored or transmitted through a network.109

Field-Portable DUID Screening Products
Products (including hardware-based and primarily software products, tests, and other technologies) that are used to support observations of an individual's impairment or presence of drugs or metabolites in their system for DUID investigations in a setting outside of a controlled laboratory, such as the roadside.

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN)/Vertical Gaze Nystagmus (VGN)
Nystagmus is the medical term used to describe the involuntary rhythmic side-to-side, up and down, or circular motion of the eyes.110

Immersive Learning
Leveraging technology such as AR, virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR) to create a simulated learning environment.111

Internet of Things
A network of physical objects that are embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies to enable the connection and exchange of data with other devices over the internet.112

Local Area Network (LAN)
A group of computers located in the same room, on the same floor, or in the same building that are connected to form a single network.113

Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
A standard for wireless data transmission for mobile devices that enhances speed and capacity.114

Mixed Reality (MR)
A blend of virtual experiences and the real world wherein virtual and augmented experiences are presented simultaneously115 so virtual objects can be overlaid into a real-world scene.

Per Se Laws
Laws that make it illegal to drive with an amount of a specified drug in the body that is equal to or exceeds a set limit; relevant drugs vary by jurisdiction, and they may include (but are not limited to) alcohol and tetrahydrocannabinol.116

---

Preliminary Breath Test
Sometimes referred to as a portable breath test, this pre-arrest breath test is administered during an investigation of a possible DWI violator to preliminarily obtain an indication of the person’s blood alcohol concentration.\textsuperscript{117}

Probable Cause
More than mere suspicion; facts and circumstances within the officer’s knowledge, and of which he or she has reasonably trustworthy information, are sufficient to warrant a person of reasonable caution to believe that an offense has been or is being committed.\textsuperscript{117}

Standardized Field Sobriety Test (SFST)
A battery of tests developed to determine whether an individual has a blood alcohol concentration at or above 0.10 g/dL, and later 0.08 g/dL. The battery of tests includes HGN, Walk and Turn, and One Leg Stand.\textsuperscript{117}

Virtual Private Network (VPN)
A data network that enables two or more parties to communicate securely across a public network by creating a private connection.\textsuperscript{118}

Virtual Reality (VR)
A computer-generated experience that simulates reality.\textsuperscript{119} VR may include visual, auditory, or tactile experiences, and the trainee is immersed in this created 3D world.

Wide Area Network (WAN)
A geographically distributed network composed of LANs joined into a single large network using services provided by common carriers.\textsuperscript{120}

Zero-Tolerance Laws
State laws that make it illegal to drive with any measurable amount of specified drugs in the body.\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{120} Network Encyclopedia. Wide area network (WAN). Retrieved from https://networkencyclopedia.com/wide-area-network-wan/
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